[Pathology background of targeted therapy; quality control in pathology].
The administration of targeted therapy of gastric carcinoma is a very important recent improvement of its treatment and prognosis. The basis of the successful treatment is the excellent quality of pathology, now including HER2 testing: the use of validated methods and strict criteria. This is especially important if we consider that many gastric cancers are diagnosed in small biopsy material, in which HER2 testing is challenging. This requires standardized, validated methods and experienced pathologists. Being of diagnostic and predictive significance, high quality of both the technique and the interpretation of the test is mandatory. In order to achieve general high quality in this field, technical and interpretation external quality control of HER2 testing is necessary. Hungarian pathologists with the help of Roche Hungary Ltd. completed an external quality control round which showed that most of the participating laboratories are able. Kulka J, Szirtes I, Szász AM, Kupcsulik P, Kenessey I, Lotz G, Tímár J. Pathology background of targeted therapy; quality control in pathology.